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y name is Lisa Osmond and I’ve been fortunate
to have been with the Utah Lions Eye Bank for
the past 5 years, as of today, and I’m a Donor
Coordinator. When I was hired I felt like I had the
most amazing job in the whole world. Not only do I
love the people that I work with and have worked with,
but I love being a part of something that makes a huge
difference in the lives of others. Over the past few years,
I have met, over the phone, the most wonderful people
and my life has been enriched because of it.

When a case comes through our portal, and if that
person meets our criteria for donation, I have the
privilege of contacting that potential donor’s next-of-kin
and sharing if their loved one was a registered donor
or not. I then provide them the opportunity of
participating in either transplant or research donation.
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I know that many, many times when talking to
someone that I know and telling them about what
my job entails, I usually get the same response from
them, “That must be so hard to make that phone
call, I couldn’t do it”. Right after I started, it was
pretty intimidating to make that call, but without
hesitation I can honestly tell you, they have been the

most rewarding phone calls that I have ever made. I
have talked, shared, laughed, and at times cried with
that person I talk with about their choice (or their
loved ones’ choice) to donate and explain that process.
Without a doubt, I have broken-hearted individuals
with grief that is at times overwhelming, transform at
the potential of their loved one making a difference.
Their HOPE is absolutely palpable even on the phone.
What I’ve come to know is that HOPE has a very
powerful healing property. I know that their HOPE
is infectious and has blessed my own heart to heal
and given me strength. I love our donors and donor
families, even though I may never meet them in
person, I especially feel love and honored to have
been just a tiny part of this piece of the puzzle. Every
person that is involved in donation in any way really
is blessed because of it. Hope and blessings continue
to spread just like tiny ripples in the lake after the
rock is long gone. Every donor is really a hero. Very
often I get to talk to people about donation and the
very last question I pose is, “What do you want to be
remembered for when you leave this life”. I know when
it’s my turn to leave, I know exactly what I want others
to remember of me! She was a Donor!

“Charity, like the sun, brightens every object on which it shines.” – Confucius

Meet The Moran Steele Center
For Translational Medicine’s
Newest Physician-Scientist,

Steffen SchmitzValckenberg
by Anna Cekola

Thanks to thousands of donors who have donated their eyes to science
and more than 5,000 patients enrolled in the SCTM’s genetics study,
Schmitz-Valckenberg is propelling the SCTM team forward as it
prepares to evaluate its first new therapy for AMD in a clinical trial.
“The resources of the SCTM and the amazing generosity of eye donors
make Utah the best place in the world to study AMD and give us the best
chance to bring forward a new therapy for this disease,” said SchmitzValckenberg. “My work and what I bring to the team is determining how
we can measure the effectiveness and impact of that treatment based on
what we are seeing happen in the retina.”
At the SCTM, directed by Gregory S. Hageman, PhD, scientists have
determined that AMD isn’t a single biological disease, but at least two.
Complement system-associated genes located on chromosome 1 cause
one form of the disease. An unrelated pair of genes on chromosome 10
directs a second. Together, these two genetic regions account for more
than 90 percent of the genetic risk for developing AMD. The team
has developed a potential therapy for chromosome 1-directed AMD,
now headed toward clinical trials. It continues to develop a therapy for
chromosome 10-directed AMD.

“The resources of the SCTM and the
amazing generosity of eye donors make
Utah the best place in the world to study
AMD and give us the best chance to bring
forward a new therapy for this disease.”
Visual acuity is often used to evaluate success in ophthalmic clinical trials
but is a poor outcome measure for AMD. Imaging may show regions of
atrophy in the retina where cells are dying, yet AMD patients will often
have normal vision before their sight slowly deteriorates. What’s more,
rates of deterioration vary.
At Moran, Schmitz-Valckenberg has founded and directs the Utah
Retinal Reading Center (UREAD). With UREAD, SchmitzValckenberg and a cadre of image readers evaluate retinal images in
a process known as grading. They measure a variety of aspects when
viewing an image, looking not only at the level of retinal deterioration but
also drusen—small, yellow deposits of a fatty protein that form under the
macula—and retinal sensitivity.

s a talented surgeon, Steffen Schmitz-Valckenberg, MD, has helped
many patients facing age-related macular degeneration (AMD), the
leading cause of central vision loss among adults age 55 and over.

Previously, Schmitz-Valckenberg co-founded and directed the Grading of
Digital Fundus Examination Reading Center at the University of Bonn,
Germany, where he was the Department of Ophthalmology’s assistant
medical director. At the University of Utah, he holds a prestigious Jon M.
Huntsman Presidential Chair.

As a researcher, he’s known worldwide for his work imaging the retina and
classifying stages of its decline during AMD. His studies are essential to
guide the development of new therapies and treatments.

He is a prolific researcher with more than 165 publications and 120 peerreviewed articles. Honors include being named by The Ophthalmologist to
its “Power List 2017: Top 50 Rising Stars.”

After years of collaboration with the John A. Moran Eye Center’s Sharon
Eccles Steele Center for Translational Medicine (SCTM), SchmitzValckenberg joined Moran’s team full-time earlier this year.

A specialist in clinical and surgical treatment of macular and retinal
diseases, he sees patients at Moran’s Midvalley and Farmington health
center locations.
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Courier Program

Like us on
at
https://www.facebook.com/utaheyebank/
Follow us on
Follow us on

Please join us in thanking the Utah Lions for their
support of the Heart of the Lion Courier Program.
Due to COVID-19 we have temporarily suspended
the courier program as a precaution for the health of
our Lion volunteers. Due to these health concerns
for our volunteers we will also be postponing our
Annual Heart of the Lions Dinner until it is safe for
all to gather. We look forward to the day in which we
can all work together again.

@Utah_Eye_Bank
@utah_lions_eye_bank

Please visit our website at
www.utaheyebank.org

Bereavement Support Groups
For bereavement support group information, please
contact the University of Utah College of Nursing

801.585.9522

healthcare.utah.edu/caring-connections

We would love to
share your story.
If you are the recipient of a cornea, or have a story
of a donor that you would like to share, please let
us know. Email uleb.familyservices@hsc.utah.edu

“The heart that gives, gathers.”
– Marianne Moore

November
is Eye
Donation
Month!
It is a month dedicated to promoting awareness for
the need to register as an eye, organ and tissue donor.
We focus on recognizing donors and their families
and celebrating the transformative effect corneal
transplants have on recipients’ lives during this time.
To learn more please visit eyedonationmonth.org.
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University of Utah
6056 Fashion Square Drive
Suite 200
Murray, Utah 84107

Financial Gifts for Sight
The Utah Lions Eye Bank thanks the following individuals for their
generous financial donations May–September 2020:
Marilyn Albiston
Aleene Alder
Milton Anderson
John E. Bendixen
Paul W. Brooks
Xinya Bu
Alaina W. Burrows
Josephine O. & Rulon T. Burton
Leonard Burton
John D. Carnahan
Gerry & Sonja Carnell
Ken and Ruth Caye

John and Donna Cole
Paul & Tonita Crookston
Michael Damron
Terri L. DeJulis
Ramona Demery
Dale Downard
Mindy Ellin
Dennis D. Carma Ewing
Marrdy Goehring
DeeAnn C. Gornichec
Pat Henson
Samuel T. Hunter

Kathleen Isaac
Bill Jasperson
Roy H. & Eilieen G. Jenkins
Merlyn & Bonnie Johnson
Rosalie Johnson
Geraldine & Paul Kilpatrick
Nelson V. Laird
Carol Loftin
Sherry A. Luthi
Jerry Millard
Leonard Miller
Stella Myott

Samuel & Sharon Nichols
Jack & Carol Oldroyd
Zoila Avelina Sanchez
Robert F. Smith
Billy Stailey
John Swalwell
Sheila Van Wagoner
Ann T. and D. Jesse Wagstaff
Stephen & Nancy Williams
Judith & Phillip Yeates

Please use the enclosed envelope, or visit us online at www.utaheyebank.org, to give by credit card to make a donation in memory of, or in honor of,
someone you love. Thank you for your generosity.
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“No matter what happens in life, be good to people.” – Taylor Swift

